	
  

Segment:
Line nr:
Line name
Version:
Material:
Ltd:
code:
KW55-01
KW55-02
KW55-03

Diver
55
Pro Dive 3000
Camo Urban
St. Steel
29 pcs
Navy Inox Grey Paint/Blue Dial
Desert inox Sand Paint/Light Brown Dial
Jungle Inox Green Paint/Green Dial

History
"God is in the details": the quotation goes to the architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, meaning that
the innovation and care of a project must be evident even at the lower levels of the work realized.
The novelty of the structure and design of the Visconti Pro-Dive 3000 models deserves a deviation
from the usual patterns in watch-making (a monobloc case, a rotating bezel fixed by means of
screwed lugs attached to the case, the gear rack and the outer bezel rotation system and the ProDive special patented bayonet fitted crown).
The ProDive 3000 Camo wishes to underline technology and shapes not by contrasts of material
and volume, but by means of de-tone in three colored variants, coordinated with the camouflage
pattern of the dials. The ProDive 3000 Camo model is made in three color variants.
Here the coloring of the case with a special military paint coating, coordinated with the camouflage
pattern of the quadrangles, is to highlight the aggressively technological shape of the watch.

Note
Each watch is first subjected to a painting cycle carried out by the same company (and with the
same materials and technologies) which colors guns for Italian Army, according to the different
military theaters (snow, urban, desert, jungle etc.).
After the above Visconti operates an ageing process that accentuates the one due to normal usage
wear, in order to stabilize the watch and to create an absolutely individual vintage effect.
.
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Technical Features
Movement

Functions

Case

Swiss Made Automatic movement
28.800 A/h; adjusted to 4
positions, average rate 0 +15 sec./day.
Soignée finish, power reserve: approx.
42 hours, self-winding mass with engraved Visconti logo.
Dimensions: Ø 25.60 mm.
Thickness 3.60 mm.
Soprod SOP A10-2, 25 jewels,
MHVJ assortment, Glucydur balance.
TO: HH, MM, sweep seconds.
date window at 2 o'clock.
Stainless steel AISI316 monobloc case, micro-shot blasted
and satin-finished; bayonet-mounted crown at 2 o'clock with
patented system for unlocking from movement.
Four AISI316 lugs, satin-finished.
5.00 mm thick, flat-convex sapphire watch glass, rotating AISI316
bezel with engraved time scale and micro-dot in luminescent
material at 0 o'clock, with external aluminium bronze saw tooth and
sliding rotation bloc at 4 o'clock.
Automatic helium escape valve at 6 o'clock.

Dimensions

Waterproof to
Dial

Hands

Strap/Bracelet

Diameter 45.00 mm
Thickness 17.80 mm
Overall dimensions at crown 54.40 mm
Height 57.90 mm
300 ATM
Matt dial with white and colored detailing, luminescent
indexes and roman numeral at 12, minutes scale with bars.
Day & date display to show 7 days with current day pointer.
Hands to an exclusive Visconti design: hours, minutes, sweep
seconds hand with triangle.
Luminescent coating.
In water-resistant leather.
Visconti satin-finish stainless steel buckle.
24/22 mm.
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